Remote Learning – Reception – W/C 11.01.2021
Below are a list of activities that children can complete over the course of the week. These are a mixture of videos to watch, games or activities to access online, as well as plenty of activities that
require very few resources. The activities are designed for an adult to complete with your child as they require some guidance. If you have any questions or would like to share some of the work you
have been doing together, email the Reception team at remotelearningR@groveprimary.org.uk
The topic for the next two weeks is The Arctic. Our Story is Lost and Found by Oliver Jefferes, you can listen to this story on you tube through this link.

Monday
Speed Sound ng
Use the sheet to remind children of the
speed sound ng.
Practise forming the ng sound together.

Phonics

ng thing on a string
Practise reading the green words. Have a
go at taking away the sheet and writing
them.
PowerPoint

Maths

Wider
Curriculum

Wellbeing

Tuesday
Speed sound th
Use the sheet to remind children of the
Speed sound th
Practise forming the th sound together.

th the princess in the tower
was rescued by the horse, she
said thank you.
Practise reading the green words.
Have a go at taking away the sheet and
writing them.
PowerPoint

Wednesday
Speed Sound qu
Use the sheet to remind children of the
speed sound qu.
Practise forming the qu sound together.

qu round the queens face
down her hair and flick.
Practise reading the green words. Have a
go at taking away the sheet and writing
them.
PowerPoint

Lost and Found

Thursday

Friday

Speed Sound ay
Use the sheet to remind children of the
speed sound ay.
Practise forming the ay sound together.

Speed Sound ee
Use the sheet to remind children of the
speed sound ee.
Practise forming the ee sound together.

ay may I play.

ee what can you see.

Practise reading the green words. Have a
go at taking away the sheet and writing
them.
PowerPoint

Practise reading the green words. Have
a go at taking away the sheet and
writing them.
PowerPoint

Shape
Can you make an igloo using rectangles?
You will need white paper and some
scissors.
PowerPoint

Addition
Can you complete these addition stories
with me? Get a piece of paper and pencil
ready and see if you can write them
down too!
PowerPoint

Measure
Can you help me draw, order and
measure some trees? Click the link below
to access the PowerPoint
PowerPoint

Addition
Can you complete these addition stories
with me? Get a piece of paper and pencil
ready and see if you can write them
down too!
PowerPoint

Subtraction
Can you complete these subtraction
stories with me? Get a piece of paper
and pencil ready and see if you can write
them down too!
PowerPoint

Expressive, Arts and design
Can you draw or paint a winter
wonderland picture?
PowerPoint

Understanding of the world
Can you explore Ice?
PowerPoint

Communication and language
Look at these facts about Arctic animals
and discuss them with an adult.
PowerPoint

Writing
Can you write some words or sentences
about the Arctic?
PowerPoint

Physical Development
Can you follow the instructions on the
video to draw a penguin?
PowerPoint

Go Noodle
Can you join in with this Go Noddle
Dance?
Banana Banana Meatball

Go for a walk
Can you go for a walk and look around to
see if you can spot anything that looks
really cold? Maybe some ice or snow?
Don’t forget to look up at the sky too.

Helping at home
Can you help your grown-ups with some
house hold chores today? You could
pretend you were a helper in the giant’s
castle. See if you can write a list of all
the jobs you helped with.

Dance
Can you follow this song on YouTube.
You might remember it from school.
Penguin Dance

PE
Can you play this game at home?
PE session 1
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